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The original state-owned commercial bank changes into state-owned commercial 
banks after joint-stock transformation and listing, this is a new reform and practice on 
financial industry of our country. As it brings new opportunities to the development 
of the local banks, It also brings new challenge to local bank while Integrating into 
Capital Market. The Change on ownership structure of the state-owned commercial 
bank, Presents New Demands on original corporate governance and management 
mechanism. Therefore, every bank starts it’s Reform and Exploration on internal 
management mechanism, seeking for a Financial Management System which is 
Based on the Situation of our Country and fit for their respective business model. 
 This paper presents an analytical study and comparison on the character of 
these two Financial Management Systems, in view of the History evolution of 
Financial Management System which is based on layer class system and the business 
unit system. 
 As a innovation of this paper, we formed a basic Structure of Financial 
Management Systems for state-owned commercial bank on business unit system, In 
order to achieve the High Efficient Operation of the “matrix type” Financial 
Management System,  Specifically three conditions are Proposed: 1) The 
constitution of oblate  Financial organization structure，2) establishment of “process 
bank”，3) Set up of  advanced  Financial Information Management System. 
This paper principally introduced how to build the Financial Management 
System based on business unit system from 5 aspect: 1) Business Partner , 2)  
concentrative& unified financial policy, 3) “carry out the strategic cost"  4) financial 
control system  with risk management as its core , 5) Financial culture of 
“human-centered” & maximize the bank value,  Proposed  the imagination of the 
local commercial bank to build the Financial Information Management System which  
based on business unit system, And provide the basis for the design and reform for 
the organization structure of state-owned commercial bank. 
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